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Communicators and communication researchers have
Considered the communication. process a one-way street--with the corn:

municator doing the influencing and the audience being influenced or
Recent research, _however, snows that consumers are not

persuaded.

passive recipients of information thrust upon them by a variety of_
sources.

Consumers often take a good deal of.initiatie in. the com-

munication. process and.actively seek information, even determining the

extent to-which they will be influenced by various types of information
-fromvdifferent-Apirces (Bauer, -1963; Cox, 1963; Newman and llockeman,
1972).

When are consumers likely to take thelnitiative in the communi.

''''-- ....----

...,.

..,,

cation process?

_

_.

Whati, determinesopnsuiker-preferenceslor
..,

..

-

kinds

and.

.f,

.

-4,-4--..-.

sources of
1.

information?

iThelindings presented in this-paper-help

answer such questions for cosmetics buyers.

The results add to the

limited amount, of literature on the-infOrmation-seekingimael (Cox,

1963) and shed light on certain hypotheses about differential prefer-

endes for amounts, kinds, and sources-of nformation.
In the context of communication effects, the findings are of added
interest because they provide some evidence as to the validity of
-ex4sting models of communication process.

Forexample, they suggest
O

when communication may operate in a stimulus-response fathion and when
A

through mediating processes (Klapper, 1960; Krugman, 1965).

.

Background
Bauer (1964, 1967) observed that- most. consumer research is based.
_

two types

of human behavior models:

(1) the "rational" model used

by people such as economists, which assumes that the consumer's goal in
.

.

2
the buying 'situation is to maximize his utility,by, carefully cal-cu.1

lating alternatives according to his tastesand their,reistive prices;
.

and (2) the "nodrational" or social influence model used by behavioral
scientists,, which assumes that man's wants and behavior are geared to

..

emulating othets and conforming to generally",accepted norms.
Based upon the assumption that consumer behavior is goal oriented.,

communication has-been viewed as a commodity consumed by buyers in their
-

process of identifying and satisfying their buying goals (Bauer, 1963
Cox, 1963).

Thus, what is viewed by the advertiser_as_EpersuOn" May
,
.

.
.

..

be viewed by the consumer' as a decision to use certain information that
,

.

will help. hert-ake a better decision.

This study follows Biuer's ani.Cox's reasoning; it assumes that
the buyer's communicaticill behavior is a direct outgrowth of her goals
in thp buying situation.
.

The conception of "buying goals" which is

.

used in this study is similar to that of_Baue (1964, 1967):. in de
buying situaticn some people areMOre concerned with evaluating product.

features and some morewith pleasing others by emulating
groups in their environment.

or

Although it is acknowledged that consumers

may respond passively to communication at times, the main interest of.
this study is in the behavior which is motivated by, and differentially
dependent upon, the consumer's ''rational" and "social" goal. orientations

in a buying situation.

Previous research suggests that a rational goal orientation is
present in the buying situation when the consumer evaluates and buys
products on the basis of theit relatiVe price, and when she-is von,

Cerned about the realization of ,the product's functional benefits and

possible undesirable consequences (Cox, 1967b; Bauer, 1907).

These

two orientations (economic and performance) are operationally defined
in this study in terms of two variables, price consciousness and perVfJ

formance-perceived risk, respectively.
A social -goal orientation, on the other hand', is assumed to be

present when the 'Myer behaves according to asocial influence model,
that is, when she desires to conform to the perceived expectations of
,

others-and when she depends upon others for advice and guidance (Cox;
1967a).

These Social influence processes are operationally defined

4,4

_ _
retrinctiVely in 'terms pfnormative and informational social influenCe
.

1.

,

in, decision making (Deutsch and Gerard, 1955):
..

.
.

.

1

.

.

.

.

In the present research, our interest in 'on certain criterion
variables:

amount of information used, preferences for kinds of infor-

,

mationpreferences for seute-s7of information, and °pillion leadership.
We expect our criterion variablei to relate do the four variables that

define the buyer's goals or degreeof involvement in the purchasing
`decision (Robertson, 1973; Chaffee and McLeod, 1973).

ti

Hypotheses
Results of Previous studies show that information seeking is a
function of the buyer's perception of the importance of price in decision making (Newman and Lockeman, 1972).

Those who are price conscious

may also use the media to find out, about bargains -anal may evaluate

products on the basis of their objective attributes, especially price
(Wells and Tigert, 1971).

Research by Cox (1967b) suggests that when buyers perceive
formance risk in the purchase decision they have the need fdr information on prodr:' performance from personal (forMal and infOrmal) sources
I

a

of. communication, and they are leist likely to "trust" sources of

I.

4

.....________nfozmation_that..11ave_lovz_confidence_va.12.2e such as the mass media.

The

A

process of risk zeduction often involves information seeking on the
,

part of the buyer, who may develop some evertise as a result of this
activity and be sought by others for information about products (Cox,
1967b).

Normative social,influence in thebuying situation suggests the

_

risk and, therefore, the buyer's need for "social"
.

.

.

information mainly from informal personal sources (Cox, 1967a; 1967b).
Those who desire to conform to the percei.);e1 expectations of others may
a-

also pay attention to the media to form impressions of what kinds of
people buy certain products or brands and develop aiSocintions of

..

%-.

Theillay

products or brands with various life styles (Ogilvy,-1963).

.

-

also use this information to minipulate the impressions others have of
.

them (Ward and Gibson, 1969).
.,

informational social influence in the buying decision is

a basic assumption of the information-seeking model, which emphasizes
4

the complementary use of forial and informal channels in the communi\
cation process... Theaodel seems to apply not only to the "audience_
but also to "Opinion leaders" (Reynolds and Darden, 1971).

114 above TeseaYch suggested the following
H :

H :
2

theses:

,

Price consciousness correlates positively with
(a) information seeking, (b) preference for objective information, and (c) mass media credibility.

s

Performance risk correlates positively with
(a) inforkation.seeking, (b) preference for objective. information, (c) inform' source credibility,
(d) formal personal source credibility, (e) opinion
leadership', and 'it correlates megatively-with
(f)11M3S media

......-/
_

---

-7

*_-

\

H3:
3'

.

/W.4.

Normative'social influence"correlates positively
with (a) information seeking, (b) preference for
social information; (c) informal source credibility,
Oil mass media credibility, (e) use of specialized,
media, and(f) opinion.leadership..

-..inforiational social influence correlates posiH4'
tively with (a) information seeking, lb) prefer-rides for social information; (c) informal source
credibility, (d) formal personal source credibility,
(e) mass media credibility, and (f) opinion leadership.

Methods
Data for this study were collected via questionnaire

distributed

to female users of cosmetics` in, Madison, Wisconsin, dUrIng the month of
November 1974.

Parking lanes and stallt in the city's three main shop-,

ping centers were selected at random as locations to approach prospecA

Live sampling subjects.

Random selection of patrons of selected stores

in the downtown area was also-latilized as a sampling procedure.

Duripg

various days of the week and during business hours, questionnaires were
issued to 408 women who stated that they were using cosmetics and agreed
to cooperate.

A respondent was inclu4ed in the final sample if she

indicated that she had been using at least three of the i011owing five
productS

perfume, fide makeup base; hand cream or lotion, and at
These five products were selected on the

least one eye makeui.product.

I.

basis -of previouk research (Wells, 1907), pretests, and interviews with

ants in the final sample were actually

';alespeople. .The.206 respo

these five products.

using, on the average,4

-

Variables in this research-consisted/of-scales formed by sur.ing
.

several items.

.

The procedure for developing the-scales was to factor-

analyze items relevant to the areas of priori interest where appropri.

.

,

ate._ items which failed to load significantly (.5A or greater) on the

1=M

6

hypothesized factor were discarded and remaining. items were summed to
form the 'scale.

/

Appendix- A shows the variables used in ,phis iresearch,

along withitheir operational definition and measurement.

ActiveCor Passive Audience?
Of primary concern in_this research was the extent to which the
audience 'takes the initiative in'the communication process; or, to put

it somewhat differently, whether and under what conditions the information- .
seeking model descr.bei how communication works.
.

.

-.The positive relationships betweenpeasures of buying goals and
..

information seeking shown in Table 1 Suggest that the buyer's desire
6

to seek information prior to purchase depends upon' (l)' the extent to
-

which.She is concerned about the realization.of the product's functional
benefits and undesirable consequences; (2) when she desires to conform
to the perceived expectations of others; and (3)/When she depends upon
others for advice and guidance (hypotheses 2a; ia, 4a).

Overall,.the

data silow that the more involved a consumer is in-her purchase-decision .

.0

the more likely she is to seek information.

Thus, the information

Seeking model may, describe the communication process to the.extent to

which a consumption situation is-important-to the audience.

Hierarchical_ Response?

The information-seeking *ode' further posits a hierachical
response pattern known to-most marketers.

The consumer

assumed to

pass through a cognitive 16vel, an effective level, and an.action level
O

on her way to purchasing a product.

She, needs information about the

availability or awareness of a product, reasons

become interested

in it; and information, which will help her ev uate the product in terms.
b

of its ability,to satisfy her buying goals

Cox, 1963, pp. 62-63).

The.positive relatiundrups between measures of consumer - buying

goals Ald evaluative information show that the buyer's need for
evaluative information is a function of the extent to which she has
"Objective" infor-

specific goals in the buying situation (Table 1).

____mation is preferred to, the extent to which buyers have rational goals

in the buying situation (hypotheses lb and 2b), and "social" informa7,A

tioi when she has"social'buying goals (hypotheses 3b and 4b).

The

significant relationship between the consumer's concern about the per.

fox:mance of new cosmetic products and social information further sug-

*gests that buyers may attempt to reduce performance risk by observing
the behavior of certain reference groups.

/
These findings suggest,that the extent ta which consumers evaluate

product's prior to purchaseand,,therefOre, Tye through the_affe(ctive
stage in a hierarchical fa

.

ion may depend Upon the amount at stake or
..

I

In the absende of

degree of ego-iuvolliement in the buyingdecision.
4

buying goals, the hierar hy may collapse", and awareness and trial may

be the only necessary stages preceding adoption.(repeat purchase),

Source Preference

\

.

a

hnother concern of this study was to determine to what extent
.

i

,buying goals affect, prefeiences for sources of information.

The results

Table 1,show that inforMal channels are preferred only to the extent
-

..-to which the buyer depends upon others for advice andguidance in
decision making (hypothesis,4c).

Those who. rely on informal channels are

also likely to rely on the media (hypothesis 4e):

This latter finding

is in line with Cox's 19631 contention-about the complementary role of
formal and informal channels in the comOunication process.

Print advertisements are-also-likely to be "trusted" by those
consumers whose.goals in thebuying situation-are influenced by group
norms (hypothesis 3d).

This finding, along with the significant rela-

tionship found between use of specialized media (fashion magazines)
L..
.

and nomative social goals- (hypothesis 3e), fdrther suggests that con-

.suters who deiire to conform to the perceived expectations of others
may rely on,themedia fat, information.concerning the 'various life
Thut,

-styles portrayed through. the useof specific products ox brands.

the media may be successful in manipulating eonsumerai. perceptions and
desires for. products only to the extent to whiCh consumers are concerned
with groupltorms.

;

Final y, consumers with economic gals prefer print advertisements

buyers.who perceive performance riskare likely

( hypothesi1

to view salespeople as important information sources (hypothesis 2d).-

The latter finding is consistent with results of_pre9.ous research by

Cox(1967b).'
.
Opinion Leaderahi,
.

.

',7'

Cosmetics-opinion leadership-correlated-strongly
ngly with normative
.

social gOils (hypothesis 3f).

,

This finding tends to support the con-1
con-

tention that opinion`40aders are usually supernormative group members
-

((Klapper, 1960,1). 460). _Opinion leaders in cosmetics are also susceptible.to informational social 'influence (hypothesis 4f), a finding.

which is in line with , previous:research results on fashion opinion
leadership.(Reynoldi and Darden, 1971).

1

Discussion
The results of this study. suggest some interesting implications
v".

formarketing strategy and communication research.

First, when the,

buying situation isimportant to her, the consumer may take the
initiative to seek information and evaluate alternatives prior to
purchase.

Under such conditions,_ the information-seeking model could

best describe'the communication process.
,

For unimportant decisions, on the other hand, the consumer may be
passive in the communicalion process.

However, it would be inaccurate

to beli ve in a two-step .flow of.communication in'thesabsence of buying
goals.

e idea that
people are constantly talking about consumption
=.

\

matters o visually checking the constimptiOn patterns of their friends
overstate

For unimportant consumption

the reality (Robertson, 1973).
1

mattrs,,Aial following awareness (as a result of exposuie) may well
.

.,

.

.

%

be the simest way to test the 'product rather than laboring over
;4

IT)
Thus, in the absence of buying

informati n \seeking and evaluation
.

1
k
goals or ego-involvement with the

onsumption situation, communication

.

may work in a\timblus-response fashion; exposure may well be the key
variable to pro1uct adoption (Kru man, 1965).._

4

-These.two models of communication process appear to be in line with
the "traditional" and "low commitment" views of communication effects
(Robertson, 1973);1
.

..---

4

.

,

'

The appropriat ness of either model depends on the level
of product come tment. For high commitment products, the
traditional mod 'with its underlying assumptions of an
active audience ritically evaluating messages and countermessages and pro eedineto-purchase in a hierarchical
response pattern 's.quite reasonable. For.low'commitment
products,'the'app priate view is that of a fairly passive
consumer whodoes of seek nor critically evaluate most
information and wh may'act in a simple awareness -trial
response-pattern"( .
.

W.

.

"c

..

10

The two models suggest different. advertising strategies.
.

Messages

.

about products Or which consumers are likely,to have buying goals
cars and furniture) and, therefore, to seek infbriation and
evalufte alternatiyes,:shou4d provide the consumer with evaluative
information that would satisfy her information needs.

Ver insignifi-

cant consumption matters for which consumers are not likely to seek and
evaluate information

candy. bars and paper-towels), messages that

contain humor, curitity, novelty, and the like may be successful in
getting the consumer attention,
attention, and interest her in trying the:adver.

\ Vise& iproduct.
*-e

The author advocates, the usefulness of buyingqoal variables in

future research, since/bu/ying goals.are related to preferences for
different 'amounts, kinds, and sources of inforiation.

Such research

could suggest to advertisers whether information is relevant to

desirable market segmentsowhat kind of informition is most relevant
to 'them, and what'cgannels should be used to ma2m.the information
se.

available to. -the conumer.

This approach to studying,communication'

.parallels a point made over a,decade ago by Wilbur Schrumm:

"1". is

frequently more rewarding p learn now people use communication than
to Search for ways that communication 'uses' people."

/.
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Table I
Relationships Between Measur'es of*Comumei-Buying Goals and Selected CommuniraLzon Variables
Rational Goals,
Economic
Performance
.

CommunicationIles

\.
Social Goals
Informationik
Normative

01.

Information Seeking

.11 (E)

.3311 (E)

.38a.(Ej

.36a (E)

.10

.

.20a (E)

Evaluative Information.'
a.

Objective

8.

.

b.

(E)

.0^

Social

b

.16

.04

OP),

.28a (E)

-.06

b
.17

OW

Source Credibility
:a.

b.

Informal Sources
--friends And neighbors

-.03 (0)

.02

a

.41

(E)

Formal Sources

"salespeople'

.06

-.06

--television akertisements

-.05 (0)

.04 (E)

%06 (E)

__,-_mmagazdne and newspaper

advertisements
Specialized Media

inioh aihrship-- _ _

a.
_p <
cp

%00

_

_

.04 (E)

.130- IP) .

.21' (E)

.02

.38a (E)

.21a (E)

=_Expected relationship

.01

E

.bt

p = Opposite relationship

< .10

(E)

-4t3 (E)

'.12c (E)

.

NP = Not predicted significant relationship

oft

15

$.

.

LIST-OF MAIN VARIABLES USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY

MEASURE

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION

.VARIABLE
Rational .Goals:

'-. 5-point agree-disagree scales. Items such
es: "I find myself checking the prices of
'even small colmetie items.'

1

a. Economic

Price COUSCiOUSE6SS

b.

Perceived-performance risk

2

Performance

Items such
5-point egree-disagree scales.
"Nhenl consider buying new cosmetic
is:
products 2 often worry about how they are
going to work for me."

Social Goals:

1/5-point agree.distgree scsloss Items such
"I am often concerned with the kinds
as

Noyeatim>social influence3

a. Normative

-of impression's friends may form of mo because
of themeosmetics 2 use."
3

Items such
S-point agree - disagree scales.
as: "I often decide to buy those products

Informational-social influence

b. Informational

that I sae my frieids using."
30-pointoindix: summary-of total amount of
Expressed need to find out about
..information respondent requested on all five
six specific kinds of inforiation
.cosmetic products.
prior to purchasing a new brand f
each of the 5 selected products."

Information Seating:

Evaluative Information:5
a."Obiective

4.
S-point index repriftenting the number of:
the selected 5 produits for which the buyer
would. like to know about !'Main differences

Notivation to, seek information
on physical attributes of new
brands.

between. brands. "'

,b. Social

Motivation to find out about life
styles a sociated with the use of

5-poiht index represeTlirngtbe number of
the S selected product, for which the
buyer would Nye to know about the "kinds
of people who -buy certain brands."

new brads.

Source Credibility:
a. Informal Sources
--personal.

'

4
-

-,
.

Perceived importance of friends
and neighbors as a source of
: information abut the 5 selected
products.
-

S -point index representing the number of
products for which the buyer relies on
friends and neighbors for information.
4.

4

b. Formal Sources
--personal

- -mass media

,

Perceived Importance of sales people as a source of information
about the 5-selected-products.

S-point index rhpresehting the number of
products for which the respondent relies
on salespeople/for information.,

Perceived importance of television
and print ads as sources of information about the 5 selected

_

,

products,.

Specialized Media:

Self-reported names of fashion
magazines read.

Opinion Leadership:

Self-reported Influence on others

5 -point ihdexpepresenting the number of
products for which the respondent relies
on television/and magazine or newspaper
ads for infalqaation.

6

,

Open-ended response: Nuiber of fashion
,magszinot.r
"matt regularly."'
,
-S -point *sr -disagree scales.
Items such
as: "I so times influence what cosmetics'
my friends buy."

Four items similar to those used by
Wells and Tigert (1971),".

2Tn items measuring the uncertainty and danger
components of perceived risk
(Cunningham, 1967).
3Four items'based upon Deutsch and Gerard's (195$) definition.
Definition is similar to Clarke's (1971). For external validity
see Clarke (1973).
New brand decisions were used because consumers have various amounts
of information
stored in their memory about existing
familiar brands; and they-are likely to lookfor something they do not already know.
h

.SFor meaning of "evaluative" informationpSec
Cox (1963,-pp. 62-63). Tho ioncoptions
of "objective" and "social" information
are adopted from°Ward and Gibson (1969).
6

Four items similar to thasp used by Reynolds and Daidep (1971).

_
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